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Abstract. Developing eco-friendly, flexible thermoplastic elastomeric foams based on poly(styrene-(ethylene-co-butylene)styrene) (SEBS) is a challenging task because of its poor melt strength. A promising approach to overcome this challenge is
the use of synergistic technologies, such as combination of irradiation, supercritical fluid foaming, and steam-chest molding
technologies. Herein, foamed beads were produced from pre-crosslinked SEBS beads using supercritical nitrogen as blowing
agent, followed by subsequently efficient steam-chest molding to obtain midsole part. The crosslinking was accomplished
under the assistance of electron beam. The rheology properties and foaming behavior reveals that the viscosity and modulus
of the matrix increase with the increase of crosslinking resulting from increasing the irradiation dose (ID). With increasing
the ID, successful foaming with larger expansion and improved cell morphology was achieved. SEBS bead foams were successfully obtained from 65 kGy-derived pre-crosslinked beads through steam-chest molding which showed a specific gravity
of 0.252 g·cm–3 and comparable/superior mechanical properties to/than that of commercial thermoplastic polyurethane
(TPU) or ethylene-vinyl acetate copolymer (EVA) foams. Especially, the higher elasticity and resilience of SEBS foams
meet well the desirable properties for footwear application which supports SEBS to be an alternative for TPU or EVA.
Keywords: industrial applications, irradiation, SEBS, bead foaming, flexible foam

1. Introduction

microcellular foams [1]. Most of the commercial TPE
foams for footwear application are developed either
from thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) or ethylenevinyl acetate (EVA) copolymer in which the soft matrix provides sufficient free space for gas absorption
whereas the rigid matrix prevents the gas diffusion
during foaming process [2–6]. Styrene-(ethylene-cobutylene)-styrene polymers (SEBS) derived from the
hydrogenation of styrene-butadiene-styrene (SES)
polymers is a typical TPE which shows a better
weather resistance, lower compression set, lower
density, etc., can be a potential alternative of TPU or
EVA [7, 8]. SEBS consists of a soft midblock of ethylene-butylene (E-co-B) and hard end-blocks of

In search of new materials to develop comfortable
shoe sole, nowadays the researchers have resorted to
the thermoplastic elastomers (TPEs) usually used as
cushioning materials for its easy processability and
adorable physical properties that can meet both the
comfort as well as other functional requirements (i.e.
fashion, ultralight, aging, etc.). TPEs are a class of
copolymers or physical mixes of polymers and have
the morphology of non-miscible blends of elastomer
and thermoplastic matrix simultaneously. Low or
room temperature elastomeric behavior and high
temperature processablitiy makes TPE as a suitable
material for developing lightweight and recyclable
*
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polystyrene (PS) which correspond to the rubber and
resinous thermoplastic domains respectively [9].
SEBS with their wide varieties of elasticity and hardness (as obtained by varying the ratio of E-co-B and
PS) has been widely used in cable sheath, melt adhesive, elastic films, adhesives, plastic modifications, packaging, etc. [10–12].
Because of environment-friendliness and adjustable
solvent property, supercritical fluids such as CO2 and
N2 have been widely used as physical blowing agents
for the production of polymer foams with a substantial improvement over the conventional foam manufacturing techniques [13, 14]. Because of the slower
diffusion rate, supercritical N2 (SC N2) is preferable
than the supercritical CO2 (SC CO2) to obtain elastomeric foams with improved cell morphology [15].
Although a number of microcellular foams have been
produced from TPE successfully, the limited expansion level (i.e. a high appearance density) and difficulty to obtain the desired cell morphology limit its
applications. Actually, the expansion of TPE-based
foams highly relies on the expansion of the gaseous
phase dispersed within the polymer melt. During expansion of gas, the bubbles are stabilized under vitrification or crystallization of the polymer. Consequently, the rheological properties (i.e. viscosity and
modulus) play a vital role to finalize the size and
morphology of the cells [16–18]. Regardless the
changes of the processing conditions (i.e. machine,
time, temperature, pressure, etc.), the delayed vitrification (or crystallization) and large extensional deformation of the cell-wall may result in the impingement of neighboring cells followed by cell-wall
rupture and cell coalescence. Multiple coalescence
phenomena may eventually cause the collapse of the
whole foamed structure, resulting in foaming failure
[19]. To prevent this failure, blending or the crosslinking are considered as the most common and easy
technique [20, 21]. Blending can improve the rheological and thermal properties, and results the foam
with improved cell morphology and dimensional stability. The added polymer crystallites act as the rigid
fillers to enhance the heterogeneous nucleating sites
and hinder the diffusion of the impregnated gas from
the polymer matrix [22]. This method has been successfully applied to prepare a number of foams from
polymer blends such as TPU/PLA [23], TPU/PMMA
[24], EVA/PE [25], PMMA/PS [26], TPU/glycerol
[27], etc. The shrinkage, caused by the recovery of
polymer chains after expansion, is a critical issue for
949

foaming failure during processing of elastomer
foams. The crosslinking is required to enhance rigidity and viscosity of the polymer chains and consequently the foam shows better dimensional stability
[28–31]. Normally, the polymer matrix can be crosslinked through the free radical reaction mechanism
either by chemical reagents or irradiation with high
energy electron beam (EB). The latter is preferably
advantageous because a chemical residue free, controlled crosslinking can be achieved by controlling
the applied irradiation dose (ID) [32]. There are
plenty of articles in the literature regarding crosslinked TPE foams from polymer or polymer blend
[15, 33–37], such as EVA, PU/EVA blend, PVC/TPU
blend, NR/EVA blend, etc. During the processing of
polymeric foams, irradiation crosslinking can broaden the temperature window for the SCF foaming,
and improve cell morphology of the foams with high
volume expansion ratio [38–40]. Taking these advantages into account, the combination of SCF
foaming and irradiation can be applied for continuous manufacturing of TPE foams.
Recently, polymer bead foaming technology has received an immense attention due to its ability to
manufacture low-density foamed components with
complex geometrical structure [41, 42]. The parts are
manufactured from expanded polymeric beads which
are welded with each other into three-dimensionally
shaped products. Firstly, the foamed beads are produced from the creation of expandable beads or the
production of already expanded beads. During parts
manufacturing, the foamed beads are welded together in a steam-chest machine. The surface of the beads
are molten or softened using high pressure steam
which leads to an inter-diffusion among the polymer
chains of different beads, and resulting in cohesion
of the beads [43]. This technology is applied for various polymers, such as expanded polypropylene
(EPP), expanded polystyrene (EPS), expanded PLA,
expanded TPU [44–47].
There are very limited studies with SEBS, very few
recent activities primarily reported with SEBS/PS
and SEBS/PP foams [20, 48, 49]. Instead of the SEBS
composites, herein, the pristine SEBS was saturated
and expanded in SC N2. To improve the cell morphology and anti-shrinkage properties, SEBS beads
were pre-crosslinked under high energy irradiation
[38]. The irradiation provides increased melt viscosity and strength to the SEBS. Also, the effect of ID
on foaming behavior is investigated. Moreover, the
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foams. The procedure follows filling of beads with SC
N2, steam heating followed by surface bonding among
beads, depressurization of the mold for the steam removal, water cooling for product stabilization, and
ejecting of the molded product, which has been described in detail by Ge et al. [47]. The specific parameter set used in this work is that a steam with a
pressure of 3.9 bar and a temperature of 142.7 °C
was applied to heat the fully filled beads for 55 s.

properties of these foams were compared with commercial EVA or TPU-based foams to evaluate their
practical applicability in the footwear industry. Also,
SEBS bead foam has broadened the polymers types
suitable for bead foaming and thereby widened the
area of possible applications.

2. Experimental
2.1. Materials
The SEBS copolymers (Tuftec™ P1083) with
styrene/ethylene-butylene ratio of 20/80, density of
0.89 g·cm–3, a hardness of 56° Shore A, and melt flow
index of 3.0 g·10 min–1 (at 190 °C, 2.16 kg) was supplied by Asahi Kasei Corporation. N2 with a purity
of 99.5% was used.

2.3. Characterization
The crosslinking density was determined by a magnetic resonance crosslinking density spectrometer
(VTMR20-010V-T, Shanghai Niumag Electronic
Technology Co., Ltd., China) with a 1H frequency
of 21.31 Hz and the measurement temperature of
90 °C. The cross-linking densities were calculated
with the cross-linking density XLD mode [50, 51].
Rheological properties were measured using a
Rheometer (ARES G2, Rheometrics, Inc., Piscataway, NJ, USA) equipped with parallel plates with
25 mm diameter and 1 mm gap to detect the change
of storage modulus (G′), loss modulus(G″), complex
viscosity(η*), and loss angle (tan δ) with the sweeping frequency from 0.1 to 100 rad·s–1 at 110 °C in the
nitrogen atmosphere. Density of the foams was measured following the ASTM D792 using an electronic
density meter. The cross-sectional morphology of the
foam was observed using a Philips XL 30S scanning
electron microscope (SEM) and average cell size
was investigated using the ImageJ software from the
SEM images. Cell density was calculated following
the method described in our previous article [15].
The tensile, tear, and uniaxial compression test were
performed using a universal tester (Gotech, Taiwan)
at an extension speed of 500 mm·min–1 and a constant compression rate of 10 mm·min–1 for 50%

2.2. Processing
As shown in Figure 1, the fabrication of SEBS-based
shoe sole includes the three steps: (1) crosslinking
of SEBS by EB irradiation, (2) foamed bead manufacturing from EB-irradiated SEBS (I-SEBS), and
(3) steam-chest molding of expanded SEBS beads
(E-SEBS). Firstly, SEBS was exposed to EB irradiation at various doses (0, 20, 35, 50, 65 kGy). Secondly, the foaming process was carried out following
the temperature-induced batch foaming technology.
The saturation of I-SEBS beads with SC N2 was carried out at 80 °C, 18 MPa for 2 h with a lab-scale autoclave system. The N2-loaded SEBS beads were
taken out of the autoclave without an immediate expansion. By immersing the saturated beads in the oil
at an applied temperature of 150 °C for 5 min, the
beads were expanded. Subsequently the expanded
beads were stabilized at room temperature (23±2 °C)
for 72 h. Finally, lab-scale steam chest molding equipment (manufactured by DABO Precision (DPM0404VS)) was used for molding the SEBS bead

Figure 1. Schematic of fabrication process for E-SEBS beads and SEBS-based shoe sole.
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compression strain respectively. The samples were
placed at a strain of 50% for 22 h and compression
set was recorded at 24 h after stress release. Those
tests were performed under 23±2 °C room temperature and 50±5% ambient relative humidity following
the ASTM D 3575. The hardness was investigated
using an AskerC Durometer following the ASTM
D2240, and the resilience elasticity was measured
according to the ASTM 3574 using a Zwich 3107
ball rebound tester.
Figure 3. Crosslinking density of SEBS beads with increasing ID.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Irradiation crosslinking of SEBS

As exposed to the EB irradiation, the generation of
free radicals on the vinyl group of butene and styrene
segments and simultaneous formation of C–C bond
through inter/intra molecular crosslinking produced
the three-dimensional networks structure of crosslinked SEBS. When the SEBS bead was exposed to
the higher ID, more radicals were formed to initiate
the more free radical coupling, and a crosslinked
SEBS product with a higher crosslinking density was
obtained. This is verified in Figure 3 that the crosslinking density of I-SEBS increased with increasing

Similar to the UV radiation, high energy EB irradiation also can induce the formation of crosslinked
network structure through the free-radical mechanism [52, 53]. Here, the crosslinking can be controlled by controlling the dose of EB which is advantageous over the chemical crosslinking method.
Photocrosslinking of SEBS by EB irradiation is
shown in Figure 2. Corresponding ID dependent the
degree of crosslinking i.e., crosslink density of SEBS
was direct determined by magnetic resonance crosslinking density spectroscopy and shown in Figure 3.

Figure 2. Schematic route indicating introduction of crosslinking in SEBS matrix with EB irradiation. The ethylene-co-butylene, styrene, and crosslinking point are indicated by blue, purple, and green respectively.
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ID from 0 to 60 kGy. Now, the mobility of polymer
chain will be restricted more with increasing the
crosslink density. Thus, the ID can affect the matrix
rheology (i.e. viscosity and modulus), and contributes a vital role on cell nucleation and growth
during foam processing.
To study the effect of EB irradiation on the rheological property, the dynamic viscoelastic behavior (i.e.,
G′, G″, η*, tan δ) of the I-SEBS samples were carried out (Figure 4 and Figure 5). G′ and G″ provide
information of elastic response and viscous response
respectively. The viscoelastic character of the material is characterized by δ, which is 90° for viscous
liquid and 0° for ideal elastic solid. Being a linear
triblock copolymer, SEBS exhibits the pseudoplastic
fluid (shear thinning) behavior and has an elastic response (tan δ < 1, or G′ > G″) at very low frequency
[54]. As per the above discussed, at higher ID, formation of enhanced network structure of SEBS due
to the higher crosslink density was favored, which
hindered the movement of molecular chain and enhanced the relaxation [55]. As a result, it can be noticed from Figure 4 and Figure 5 that the G′ and η*
simultaneously increased with increasing the applied
ID. A predominantly elastic response was shown in
I-SEBS along with the variation of frequency. A larger dosage of irradiation owning to the higher energy
significantly initiate more crosslinking point which
further increases the viscoelasticity of SEBS phase.
The enhanced viscoelasticity lowers the damping
property, which is in accordance with the decreasing
trend of tanδ with increasing the ID.

Figure 5. Frequency dependence of the complex viscosity,
η* at different IDs for I-SEBS.

followed by bubble nucleation and growth upon an
increase of temperature. The bubble growth ends
upon vitrification of SEBS and the foam structure is
stabilized. The outcomes (i.e. pore size and morphology), are intimately connected to the solubility and
diffusivity of N2, the interfacial tension between the
polymer matrix and N2, rheological properties of the
polymer, transition temperatures of the polymer and
its associated vitrification processes. In this study,
the rheology properties of the system were controlled by controlling the dose of irradiation. The enhanced viscoelasticity (i.e. increased viscosity and
modulus) can hasten the vitrification and hinder extensional deformation of the cell-wall to prevent cellwall rupture and cell coalescence.
SEM micrographs of E-SEBS foams obtained at various ID are shown in Figure 6 and respective density,
average cell size and cell density are depicted in Figure 7, respectively. It has been reported that without
crosslinking foam with maximum unfoamed regions
are formed, while at a certain limit of crosslinking the
foam with more cell structure and very less unfoamed
regions are obtained. Beyond the limit, with higher
crosslinking again the more unfoamed regions are

3.2. Foaming behavior of the I-SEBS bead
The N2-dived foaming process involves the formation of SEBS/N2 solution through sorption or dissolution of N2 in the matrix under a certain pressure

Figure 4. The magnitude of (a) storage modulus, G′ and (b) loss factor, tan δ of the dense suspensions as a function of frequency, ω, at various IDs for I-SEBS.
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Figure 6. SEM micrographs of the crosslinked SEBS foams prepared under different ID: (a) 0 kGy, (b) 20 kGy, (c) 35 kGy,
(d) 50 kGy, (e) 65 kGy.

are specified. So, the cell size changes slightly, even
with increasing the crosslink density. It is noteworthy to mention here that there is a direct relation of
rheology with the crosslink density. Therefore, it can
be said that there will be a certain rheology (i.e.,
modulus and viscosity), at which the foam of better
quality can be obtained. Or, in other words, it can be
said that rheology is a key parameter to control the
foam quality.
In our present investigation, it has been observed that
under 0 to 35 kGy irradiation, foams of high appearance density with some interconnected regions (i.e.,

predominant due to less gas sorption capability of
the highly crosslinked rigid polymer matrix [56]. So
there is a certain limit of crosslinking to obtain better
quality foam with a well-defined cell density and cell
size. Basically, crosslinking provides the well-defined
spaces within the interconnected regions (like honeycomb structure) to absorb and store the super critical fluid (i.e., N2) which upon desorption forms the
cell. With increasing the crosslinking, the number of
spaces increases and foam with higher cell density
is obtained. For a particular polymer, as the reacting
cites are fixed, the spaces formed due to crosslinking
953
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and inter-bead sintering verification. Figure 8 shows
the digital photographs and SEM micrographs of
molded foams obtained at a molding pressure of
3.9 bar. For the production of the parts (as shown in
Figure 8 and the sintered interface highlighted with
a red rectangle), the foamed beads are welded together in the steam-chest molding machine. Under
high pressure steam, the surfaces of the beads are
molten or softened leading to cohesion of the beads
as a results of an inter-diffusion among the polymer
chains of different beads. Uniform cell morphology
and the weld lines along with the low content of
macro-voids (as a result of good cohesion among the
beads) can be observed from the SEM image which
ensure the favorable mechanical properties of the
molded foam.
The physical properties of the molded SEBS foam
were quantified and compared to that of the commercial shoe midsoles made of other TPE, i.e. EVA
(Ultralon® EVA260) and TPU (Infinergy® 32-100
U10) supplied by the producers (as shown in Table 1).
In footwear and sports applications, flexible foam of
high elasticity and resiliency is desirable to ensure

Figure 7. The variation of appearance density, average cell
size, and cell density of crosslinked SEBS foams
with varying the ID.

unfoamed regions) were obtained due to low viscosity and modulus slightly crosslinked irradiated SEBS
matrix. The weak strength of non-crosslinked or
slightly crosslinked SEBS and its delayed verification was impossible to prevent the coarsening densification of the foam due to the cell coalescence,
and as a result the cell structure collapses. Accordingly, within the irradiation level, the interconnected
regions are observed in the SEM images. These
foams have the density larger than 0.6 g·cm–3. Once
the ID increased, due to the enhanced crosslinking
and vitrification speeded, the N2 was effectively hindered to escape from the matrix and permanently expanded for longer period of time. As a result, when
65 kGy was applied, no interconnected regions were
found and a lightweight foam of uniformly distributed closed-cell structure with an average cell size
of 50.2 µm and an appearance density of 0.1 g·cm–3
was obtained.

Table 1. Physical properties of moldings made from EVA,
TPU and SEBS.
Properties

EVA

TPU

SEBS

[g·cm–3]

0.24–0.27

0.265

0.252

[Asker C]

Specific gravity
Hardness
Tensile strength
Elongation at break
Compressive strength
at 10% strain
at 25% strain
at 50% strain

–

40

>2.2

0.7

0.7

[%]

>210

90

236

>0.375
–
–

0.055
0.130
0.275

0.056
0.116
0.325

[MPa]

[kN·m–1]

12

–

12

Rebound

[%]

–

>60

72

Compression set
(50%, 22 h, 23 °C)
24 h after stress release

[%]
<18

<5

4.5

–

<2

1.2

Type C tear

3.3. Performances of the I-SEBS bead foams
after steam-chest molding
To meet the basic requirement of lightweight in
footwear application, the 65 kGy-derived I-SEBS
foamed beads were used for steam chest molding

62–72

[MPa]

Water absorption [1 day, vol%]

Figure 8. Digital photograph and SEM micrographs of the steam chest molded SEBS bead foam.
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molded foam not only performs comparable mechanical properties (such as, higher elasticity, higher
resilience, etc.) to that of the TPU or EVA based
foams, but also a comparable specific gravity (i.e.
0.252 g·cm–3), lower compression strength and
lower hardness which make the SEBS as potential
alternative of TPU or EVA for footwear applications,
were found in SEBS bead foam. Additionally, the
hydrophobic nature of SEBS (i.e., only 1.2% water
absorption per day) ensure its longer longevity in an
aqueous environment. Taking these advantages into
account, the combination technologies of SCF foaming, irradiation, bead foaming make the continuous
industrial manufacture of SEBS foam possible for
footwear application.

the quick snapback upon unloading the footstrike
[57]. Conventional foams (such as EVA, TPU, etc.)
exhibit the intermediate elasticity and resiliency with
the ball rebound values between 45 and 60% [58].
The inherent property decided by the molecular
chains hinder the improvement of their performances. SEBS owns more flexible main chains and shorter branched chains [59]. Herein, the foam derived
from the SEBS beads showed the largest ball rebound value of 72% while the smallest compression
set value of 4.5% reflecting its higher elasticity and
resiliency than that of the TPU or EVA-based foam.
Moreover, owing to the lower hardness, tensile
strength and compression strength of SEBS-based
foams compared to that of the EVA-based foams (at
a similar specific gravity), the former is softer than
the latter. Although similar tensile and compression
properties of SEBS foam are found to that of TPU
foam, SEBS foam has an elongation at break recorded to be 1.6 times higher than this recorded for the
TPU foam. SEBS being hydrophobic (due to absence of any polar functionalities) shows a lower
water absorption of 1.2% in comparison to the hydrophilic TPU (containing different polar groups)
which shows a water absorption more than 2%. According to the aforementioned results and related
discussions, it can be said that SEBS is a potential
substitution of TPU or EVA for footwear application.
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